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9“14 Panhellenic Recruit
ment
Main Academic Buiiding
9'18 Comedian Derrick
Knopsnyder
University Commons,
8 p.m.

J

9-21 Freshman Retreat
Camp VVashington, 5
p.m.
9‘21 Aii Ages Night
Red’s Pub, 5 p.m.
9"23 IFC Around the Worid
UC Auditorium, Time
TBD
9-24 An Evening with Aiy
Raisman
Edgerton Center, 7 p.m.
9-27 Student Government
__ Freshman Elections
Hawley Lounge, 8
a.m.
9-29 Fall Fest
63’s Patio, 1 p.m.

TWEETS OF
THE WEEK
^@realRichieFox
“My grandma gave me a check as
a Rosh Hashanah gift. Neither of us
are Jewish."

@wow_its_lizzie
‘S-H-UUUUUUUU, Soija Boy I teli
em... oh wrong song."

^ @evepapaya
“How does one unsubscribe from
JUUL survey emails?"

“Tweets of the Week” are taken
from a public forum on Twitter.
Tweets are opinions of the individuai and do not represent the opinions
of Sacred Heart University or The
Spectrum Newspaper. If you want
to see your Tweet in the newspa
per, use the hashtag #ShuSpectrum
and you may be featuredi

If you are interested in
contributing to the Spectrum,
please email
mescallv@mail.sacredheart.
edu to learn how to get
involved.
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Announcing the Audrey Niblo Award
BY SPECTRUM EDITORIAL BOARD

The Spectrum Newspaper is announcing
Speaking on behalf of the family, he said,
“On behalf of the editorial board, we are
the launch of The Audrey Niblo Award “We believe the resources at Sacred Heart honored to remember Audrey in the way she
for Excellence in Reporting and Writing. University make it the ideal place to carry would have wanted, by spreading positivity
This award is being developed as part of on the mission that was expressed through even in difficult situations,” said Spectrum
an annual program to honor the memory of her life.”
Editor in Chief, senior Victoria Mescall.
junior Audrey Niblo who was a staff writer
In addition to the program sponsored by “Audrey is very missed but her legacy will
for Spectrum in the spring 2018 semester. Spectrum, the university has established a live on through this work of heart.”
Niblo passed away from a heart condition on fund to receive gifts from family, friends,
For more information you can contact Prof.
May 1.
and others who support the causes that Kabak by email at kabakj@sacredheart.edu.
The purpose of the award is to recognize Audrey was passionate about. It is expected
those students who use the voice of campus that the fund will be used to develop and
media to promote the ideals that Niblo support activities both on campus and in
expressed in her life. These include speaking outreach to the community.
out against negative behaviors like bullying
“Audrey’s spirit was woven intricately into
and promoting positive alternatives that the fabric of the Sacred Heart mission. She
build self-esteem and promote healthy embraced life with tremendous fortitude and
lifestyle choices.
compassion for others,” states the website set
“Audrey shined a light on whatever she up for the fund. The link to the site is www.
did ” said Prof Joanne Kabak, who is the sacredheart.edu/aniblo.
faculty advisor for Spectrum and who taught
For its part. Spectrum is seeking students
Niblo in class.
who are interested in working as a team with
“Whether she was writing an article on experienced editors on the staff to identify
a favorite subject like ice cream or doing a topics, write articles, and use photography
profile on a student leader, she approached and video to spread awareness of the
her subject with a sense of joyful curiosity problems that affect young people before
and a commitment to hard work,” said and during college, and to identify realistic
Kabak.
solutions and resources. The content that is
In addition to her role as reporter on generated will be published throughout the
Spectrum, Niblo was also a writer for _year by Spee^ttjjmjjt print^fldJioUnfe
,
HerCampus and a sister in Theta Phi Alpha
A global email will be sent out shortly with
Fraternity.
more details and a way to apply to be a part of
“Audrey found so much happiness at this effort. At the end of the academic year,
Sacred Heart, stating she felt that she had students whose contributions fulfilled the
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE NIBLO FAMILY
‘finally made it’ shortly after starting purposes of the program will be recognized AUDREY NIBLO WAS AN ACTIVE SISTER OF THETA
there,” said John Niblo, Audrey’s father, in a and receive The Audrey Niblo Award with PHI ALPHA AND SPOKE OUT AGAINST BULLYING.
statement issued by her family.
its associated grant from Spectrum.

CT Gubernatorial Race Update
BYNEILGRASSO

Asst. News Editor
The Nutmeg State will soon be under new leadership in the form of
“I think that normally a ‘blue wave’ of voters would guarantee
a new governor. With the Coimecticut gubernatorial election date of another democratic governor, but Malloy’s disapproval rating could
November 6 quickly approaching, candidates firom both major parties very well lead to voters wanting to flip the script and try different
are tirelessly campaigning in hopes of taking office next January.
ways of revitalizing the state economy,” said senior political science
Business executive and Democrat Ned Lamont was nominated on major Mike Camilleri, a Coimecticut resident. “I think people
August 14, easily beating Joe Ganim; a report fi’om The Associated predicted a landslide victory for the Democrats in the presidential
Press stated that Lamont led by 70 points with 11 percent of precincts election because of conservatives’ reluctance to share their viewpoints
reporting. Republican Bob Stefanowski, a former banking executive, because so many dislike the figurehead of the party in Donald Trump.
also won the nomination back in August. In an upset victory, I believe a similar scenario is plausible in Connecticut.”
Stefanowski defeated Danbiuy Mayor Mark Boughton, as well as
The dislike for Malloy is extremely prevalent when discussing the
three other Republican candidates.
topic of the election, so much so that it seems almost impossible to
The Connecticut gubernatorial election has proven to be an avoid.
intriguing point of discussion nationally, with coverage fi'om outlets
Mike Girolametti, a junior sports management major, is a lifelong
such as Vox, the Wall Street Journal, and the New York Times all resident of Ridgefield, CT.
closely following the race. This may be due to the fact that the
“As a, Connecticut resident, I believe Governor Malloy has
Republican candidate Stefanowski might have a significant chance of consistently failed to make positive strides for the betterment of
winning ofiSce in what has been considered a traditionally blue state. the state and its residents,” said Girolametti. “This has resulted in
As to why Stefanowski’s chances are higher than usual, many Connecticut residents pleading for change and begging for better
analysts and outlets have pointed to the shortcomings of current results. Malloy has failed us time and time again; the fact that he has
Connecticut governor Dannel Malloy, whose 71% disapproval rating one of the highest disapproval ratings in office highlights the disgust
placed him as the second most unpopular governor in the country. residents have for his administration.”
Ned Lamont recently participated in an hour-long debate with
With Malloy being a Democrat, it is believed that a hard Republican
pushback is on the horizon, fueled by residents’ disapproval of the independent candidate Oz Griebel at the University of St. Joseph on
incumbent governor.
September 5. State income tax and investing in education were some
However, the complexity of the situation does not end there. The of the main topics discussed. Bob Stefanowski did not participate
number of registered Democrat voters in the state of Connecticut far in the debate, but reports fix>m WSFB state that his campaign has
outweighs that of Republicans. Additionally, all five congressional confirmed his participation in five upcoming debates.
districts are under Democrat control.
Registered voters in the state of Connecticut will be able to vote
The question that analysts, outlets, and citizens alike are all debating online via their smartphone or in-person at their local polling center.
is whether or not the infuriated Republican voter base will possess The polls will remain open from 6:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. on Tuesday,
enough influence to upset Lamont come November.
November 6. For more information on voting, voter registration,
The debate has sparked discussion here on campus, as many in or voter rights, visit the official government website of the state of
state students at Sacred Heart University will be eligible to vote in the Connecticut at portal.ct.gov.
upcoming election this fall.
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Kneeling: Kaepernick Just Does It
BY GRAHAM O’DWYER
News Editor
On Monday September 3rd at about 3pm, Nike launched its campaign for the 30th
anniversary of ‘Just Do It,’ the company’s slogan. The footwear and clothing company
was founded back in 1964 and has been rolling with the ‘Just Do It’ slogan for the past
30 years. “Believe in something, even if it means sacrificing everything,” reads the face
of Nike’s 30th aimiversaiy ‘Just Do It’ poster. The face of the campaign; former San
Francisco 49ers quarterback Colin Kaepernick.
Kaepernick played in the National Football League until the 2017 season. He first
became a household name among football fans when he helped lead the 49ers to the
Super Bowl back in 2013. Kaepernick is now known by more than just football fans for
his continued fight against social injustices in the United States.
Kaepernick is probably best known for being the first NFL player to take a knee during
the national anthem in order to protest police brutality. His demonstration went on to start
a movement within the league among other players to also kneel during the anthem.
Kaepernick did not start his protest by kneeling during the anthem though. Rather,
he initially sat on the bench during the playing of the anthem back in a couple of 2016
preseason games. Eventually he decided to kneel instead of sitting to express more respect
towards veterans and active duty members. U.S. Army veteran Nate Boyer was the one
who was able to convince Kaepernick to kneel instead of sit during the anthem.
“After hours of careful consideration, and even a visit from Nate Boyer, a retired Green
Beret and former NFL player, we came to the conclusion that we should kneel, rather than
sit, the next day during the anthem as a peaceful protest,” said Eric Reid, Kaepemick’s
ex-teanjmate, who regularly joined him in protest.
Kaepernick and the other players who joined him received positive response fi'om
some, but they also faced quite a bit of criticism from others. Kaepernick repeatedly heard
criticism for his continued protest throughout the 2016/2017 season, as many viewed his
movement as disrespectful to the country, flag, and, more specifically, to veterans and
active duty members.
Currently Kaepernick is not playing professional football as no team decided to sign
him last season. Another ongoing part of the stoiy, because of teams refusing to sign the
former starting quarterback, is the collusion case against the NFL. There is belief that
teams will not sign Kaepernick due to the past protests and the fear that it might hurt the
organizations image. This is still actively being investigated.
With Kaepernick not on a roster, he has been devoting his time to his movement and
fight against social injustices and police brutality. That said, his name had not been in the
headlines for a while. Kaepernick immediately reentered the spotlight on Mohday when
he armounced on Twitter that he had partnered with Nike to promote the 30th anniversary
of ‘Just Do It.’

On Tuesday, the day after the announcement of the campaign, Nike’s stock took a bit
of a hit, initially dropping by about 3 percent. Nike’s stock has grown over 30 percent so
far this year, so we will have to see how this setback affects the company down the road.
On Thursday, Nike aired the 30th aimiversary commercial during the Philadelphia
Eagles and Atlanta Falcons game, the opening game of the 2018/2019 NFL season. The
commercial featured Kaepernick, of course, as well as other popular athletes, such as
LeBron James, Serena Williams and Odell Beckham Jr. These athletes have been known
to be vocal in regards to social issues and injustices.
Similar to Kaepemick’s kneeling protest, Nike’s campaign received both positive and
negative reactions. A movement to boycott Nike was formed and some people began
burning their Nike products and cutting out the company logo on their clothes.
Although Nike’s stock slipped at first, it has relatively stabilized over the past few days.
Nike has also said that their online sales have gone up 31 percent since the company’s
commercial aired on Thursday Night Football.
It will be something to keep an eye on in the coming weeks, seeing what direction the
campaign moves next and how it affects the company as a whole over time.
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THE NIKE AD (PICTURED ABOVE) FEATURES COLIN KAEPERNICK SPARKED CONTROVERSY
WHEN IT WAS RELEASED ON SEPT. 3,

World News: Here’s What You Missed
BY EVAN DENNY
News Editor
North Korea
services arrived and the crews had to retrieve water from a nearby lake. The building also
On June 12, 2018, the North Korean leader Kim Jong Un and United States President lacked a sprinkler system.
Donald Trump met in a historic summit. During the summit, the two men signed a
One of the museum’s most notable pieces is Luzia. Discovered during an excavation in
document committing North Korea to work towards “the complete denuclearization of 1975 outside of the Brazilian city of Belo Horizonte, the fossilized remains sat in storage
the Korean peninsula.”
for two decades.
The summit came after multiple verbal exchanges between the two leaders, including
In the mid-1990s, tests by scientists determined it was the oldest fossil in the Americas,
some through social media.
dating back around 11,500 years. It was given the name “Luzia,” homage to “Lucy,” the
In a tweet on Jan. 2, 2018, President Donald Trump said, “Will someone from his famous 3.2-million-year-old remains found in Africa.
depleted and food starved regime please inform him that I too have a Nuclear Button, but
President Michel Temer called it “a sad day for all Brazilians.”
it is a much bigger & more powerful one than his, and my Button works!”
In a statement, Temer said, “Two hundred years of work, investigation and knowledge
After their June summit in Singapore, Trump
have been lost.”
and Kim issued a vague statement about a
According to BBC News, “Luiz Fernando Dias Duarte,
nuclear-free peninsula without describing when
a deputy director at the museum, expressed ‘immense
and how it would occur. President Trump called
anger,’ and accused Brazilian authorities of a ‘lack of
off a planned visit to North Korea by Secretary of
attention.’ Mr. Duarte told Globo TV that a 5.3-millionState Mike Pompeo last month, citing insufficient
dollar modernization plan agreed in June would have
progress in denuclearization.
included modem fire prevention equipment, but only
On Sept. 5, North Korean leader Kim Jong
after October’s elections.”
Un reaffirmed his commitment to a nuclearfree Korean Peninsula amid a growing standoff
Ocean Cleanup
with the United States, his state-controlled
The Great Pacific Garbage Patch (GPGP) is one of
media reported Thursday after a South Korean
five garbage patches located in oceans around the world
delegation met him to set up an inter-Korean
formed by the accumulation of plastic waste. The GPGP
summit.
• NORTHKOREA
is estimated to have a surface area of 618,000 square
South Korean President Moon Jae-in says he • GARBAGE
miles, which is twice the size of Texas. It is located
has high expectations for his third summit with
between Hawaii and California.
North Korean leader Kim Jong Un on Sept. 18-20. North Korea has reiterated its calls for
An inventor from the Netherlands, Boyan Slat, founded The Ocean Cleanup, a non
the United States to agree to a declaration to formally end the Korean War, which it says profit organization with a goal of developing technologies to rid the world’s oceans of
President Donald Trump promised during his June summit with Kim Jong Un.
plastic.
The organization was founded in 2013 and now has a team of more than 70 engineers,
Brazil Museum Fire
researchers, scientists, and computational modelers.
Brazil’s National Museum in Rio de Janeiro, which suffered a massive fire late Simday,
According to their website, “every year, millions of tons of plastic enter the ocean.
boasted the largest archive of historical artifacts and documents in Latin America, some A significant percentage of this plastic drifts into large systems of circulating ocean
20 million pieces from around the globe.
currents, also known as gyres. Once trapped in a gyre, the plastic will break down into
The esteemed museum, which houses artifacts fix)m Egypt, Greco-Roman art and some microplastics and become increasingly easier to mistake for food by sea life.”
of the first fossils found in Brazil, was closed to the public at the time of the fire, which
The launch date for the project was Sept. 8. The organization said that it aims to cut the
broke out at 7:30 p.m. Sunday local time, it said in a statement.
GPGP by 90% by 2040.
Roberto Robadey, Rio’s fire chief, stated that the fire hydrants were dry when emergency
The Associated Press contributed to this article.
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How Early is Too Early for Pumpkin
Spice?
;SHESAIK

GINA
Do you think it is too soon for
pumpkin spice lattes to be released?
With the current heat wave that has
been coming through Connecticut, it
seems almost wrong to be drinking
a hot pumpkin spice latte or any hot
coffee in this heat. The classic pump
kin spice latte can be thought of as
being directly related with the fall
season.
I was personally a little caught-offguard learning that stores are releas
ing their fall pumpkin flavors before
fall has evep begun.
After scrolling through my socikl
media platforms, I have already seen
an abundant amount of Instagram
and Twitter adds promoting the early
release of the fall coffee flavors. As an
avid coffee drinker, I began to ques
tion how people can even be able to
drink this coffee in the hot weather we
are still experiencing.
Once the calendar hits September
22 (which is the first official day of
fall), I think it will be more acceptable
to have pumpkin spice lattes out in
stores. With the release of these fall
lattes being so soon, I am reminded
of how stores release holiday decora
tions way before the holiday is even
close. I think that stores releasing
these flavors so soon takes away the
excitement for fall.
Although some people may love
getting a little jump start on their fa
vorite fall coffee, I personally am the.
type of person who likes to wait until

Pumpkin spice latte is the coffee
of the fall, but we haven’t yet hit the
fall season. Is it too early for pumpkin
spice? With the weather being so hot
and brutal these past couple weeks,
many people think that this hot coffee
isn’t coming out at a good time, but it
is. Even though the weather may be too
hot and it’s not yet the fall season, it’s
never a bad time for coffee.
Inside a pumpkin spice latte, it’s
pretty simple. It contains a mix of tradi
tional fall spice flavors, steamed milk,
espresso, topped with whipped cream
and pumpkin pie spice. I mean who
doesn’t like that? Looking at each in
gredient one by one, it just sounds even
more amazing. To start off, any milk is
close to my heart even though I have
apiazing. Milk in coffee or just straight
to wait months for it to come around.
milk is the best. Next an espresso, also
Although the antieipatioh may be
just amazing if you’re a coffee peraimoying at times, I know that the
son. Then to top it off, you have whip
moment it is fall I will be eating them cream. Who doesn’t like whip cream?
Being the type of guy who drinks hot
frequently.
coffee
all year around. I’m ready for all
My point is that I say we keep thes(
new
and
seasonal coffee flavors. Even
pumpkiri flavors in their own season,
though I’m not a huge pumpkin spice
which is fall. Who wants to be sipping
latte fan. I’ll drink some during the fall
on a warm and spicy drink while
l
season. I guess it also depends on what
sweating in this outdoor humidity? I you put in your coffee. \^en I drink
Although I may be contradicting I my coffee, I put a splash of milk and
myself a little bit, I am an iced coffee • sugar.
eating ice cream and sipping pn
refreshing summer iced teas. Not
drinking a hot fall drink \vhen fall has
not even started.
Personally, I cannot say I am the
biggest fan of pumpkin spice lattes,
even in the fall season.
However, I understand why peo
ple get so excited about the release
of pumpkin spice lattes. Although I
may not be a fan of them myself, one
food I look forward to is apple cider
donuts. Every year I cannot wait for
fall just to eat apple cider donuts or
apple pie from my local farm at home
Something about that tradition stays

girl no matter what tiirie of year it is. ;
It can be snowing or 90 degrees and i
I vsdll still be seen with an iced coffee!
in my hand.
!
The moment I see pumpkin flavors •
out, I begin to get a little excited
;
because it makes me feel like fall is ;
officially here. However, with this ex-!
trdme hea!( wave we have been having
here, there is no way I can possibly ’
think of it as fall.
j

I know it’s officially the season for it.
To me, I think svyeater weather is the
weather for pumpkin spice lattes, not
90-degree weather.
With summer ending soon, I want

However, on September 22 I will ;
say that it is perfectly okay to have !
thdse flavors out because it will then I

to cherish these last few weeks with

be officially fall!

OFFICE 203.371.7963
ADVERTISING 203.371.7963

'

Also, when I heard people complain
ing about the pumpkin spice latte, I
questioned why. I felt like the people
complaining were either the people who
don’t drink coffee or the people who
only drink iced coffee. I’m not saying
iced coffee is bad or anything but I just
personally think hot coffee is better.
For the true coffee fans, I feel like we
don’t care'how hot or what the weather
is, we are still going to drink coffee. No
matter how hot it is, if I want a coffee.
I’m drinking it hot. So, you can say I’m
more of a hot coffee guy.
Even though I’m yet to see pump
kin spice lattes in stores and in coffee

Comments or concerns? EMAIL us at

Visit us at:

SPECTRUM@SACREDHEART.EDU

www.shuspectrumnewspaper.com

EMAIL liS

chains (Dunkin Donuts and Starbucks),
I’m not complaining. When people
complain about it, it makes me think of
cars getting released a couple months
early before the year starts. Nobody
ever complains about that. No matter
what is being released eariy. I’m not
going to complain.
Also, the stores releasing it early
probably make more money. For Ae
people that love these seasonal coffees,
like pumpkin spice, they probably
sell more coffee than usual. They are
getting their normal sales for regular
coffee plus their sales of the seasonal
stuff.
In all honesty, I think the release of
the pumpkin spice latte is a great thing.
It’s a great thing for the businesses
selling it and it’s good for the consumer
who wants it. Like I said before, me"^
being a coffee guy, this is great news
and I am excited to see it on the shelves
soon.
All I’m saying is any coffee is a great
thing and there shoul<hi’t be any debate
over whether the pumpkin spice latte
should have been released early.
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___________ Move-In: The Upperclassman Dilemma

v

BYEVEPAPA
Perspectives Editor
Many describe the act of kick-starting the fall se
mester at Sacred Heart University as a fun, exciting
and action-packed experience - and it all starts with
move-in day. As students begin to flood the dorms
and dining halls again, a certain atmosphere of home
and familiarity returns to the campus grounds within
a day.
For on-campus freshmen residents in particular,
moving in and starting the year is a fresh experience.
Freshman Madeline Girandola is one of the many
new students who recently got to dive into a new and
exciting chapter of her life on move-in day. Giran
dola describes the buzz: “Move-in day was a mix of
emotions. Seeing the streets filled vrith red and white,
eager to help you move into your new home, was so
exciting. I never thought move-in day would be so
easy.”
Along with Girandola, freshman Divalee Iglesias
also comments on the help that on-campus organiza
tions such as Student Ambassadors and Greek Life
provide to new students on move-in day. She says,
“From the second that I entered, I could tell that Sa
cred Heart was filled with genuine people. The mo
ment the car was put in park, I had people come up
to me and asked iff needed help with giant smiles on
their faces. With their help and the help of my family,
move-in day was a huge success.”
Freshman move-in day is not simply a task that the
university sees as standing in the way of starting the
semester - it’s a full-blown event. And events like
-this call for a celebration, welcoming new students to
an exciting campus atmosphere.
But as the freshmen and their parents were en
joying their wild ride outside the Seton and Merton
courtyard, a stark contrast in atmosphere existed on
the other side of campus. As exciting as the freshmen

dorms were, all was quiet on the fronts of the upper
classman dorms. Many returning students were left
neglected and forgotten about, and some meteorolog
ical sources even report that there was a large thun
dercloud over solely that specific area of campus.
One incoming second-year student, Christian
Papa, was left to his own devices when it came to
round two of his move-in escapades. Christian said,
“I got there and nothing was going on. The RAs were
just like ‘what’s up’ and that was kinda it. My parents
helped me bring my stuff in, my dad yelled me good
bye, and then I took a nap.”
Others, such as sophomore Nicholas DiBemardino, commented on a lack of knowledge entirely as
to what freshman move-in is. Some students appar
ently missed the memo when it came to getting help
with moving in. When asked to speak on the matter
of move-in day, DiBemardino stated, “I don’t even
know what it’s like to move into a fi’eshman hall cause
I was in Berg and a pre-fall last year and moved in
early for that.” And now, in his second year, Nicholas
was yet again left in the dust as he hauled his items
up the stairs of Bergoglio Hall all alone.
And if you think the sophomores had it rough?
Wait until you hear about how the juniors and seniors
experienced move-in this year.
Junior Christine Marra discussed vrith us her deci
sion to move ofi-campus for this academic year, as
well as the process of moving her belongings period
ically throughout the summer. She said, “It’s nice to
be able to move into an off-campus house gradually,
throughout the summer. It’s not all one day. But put
ting together furniture... disastrous.”
The question as to whether or not the ofif-campus upperclassman population was aware that there
would not be a move-in crew at the houses still re

mains unanswered.
If this doesn’t say it then we don’t know what does:
being a fi-eshman is great. Because oflF-eampus living
and adulting hit like a ton of bricks, and reality isn’t
always as bright and shining as freshman move-in
day is.

FRESHMAN MOVE IN AT SACRED HEART IS AN UNIQUE EXPERI
ENCE BECAUSE NOTHING QUITE LIKE IT HAPPENS AGAIN FOR
THE NEXT FOUR YEARS.

President’s Gala Featuring sOHls
BY ROBERTO ROJAS
Asst. Perspectives Editor
On Friday Sep. 7, Dr. John Petillo hosted Sacred Heart University’s eighth an
nual President’s Gala to celebrate the beginning of the 2018-19 school year, wel
coming the four classes of the university to an event that is known for being fun
and exciting. The event - this year a masquerade ball - is often the first chance
that students have to reunite with friends and classmates after moving back in for
the start of the academic year.
This year’s gala was different as for the first time Student Government was able
to get a live musical act, something usually only seen at the annual Spring Con
cert. The special guest at the President’s Gala was 30HI3. Given the duo’s popu
larity during students’ middle and high school careers, the electronic duo brought
a lot of nostalgia; many students were pleased and excited for the performance.
As has been customary at past galas, there was also a live DJ, hor d’oeuvres and
a cash bar available to SHU students who are 21 or over with an ID.
The event took place from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. inside the William H. Pitt Center
with a record number of students in attendance, 3,200 from start to finish.
Beforehand, the event came with a lot of expectation but also with a new theme.
This year’s gala had a masquerade theme, which surprised students say is some
thing different fi-om what they are accustomed to. “This year was the first year as
well we were able to allow the students to vote on the theme for the gala, and we

had over 1,000 students vote for the winner that is our Masquerade theme,’' said
Student Government president Sarah Kosha.
“The theme is both unique and fun,” said Class of 2019 Student Govenunent
president Stacey Drosos. “Student activities and student government are always
coming up with new ideas for SHU students, even with having such an act like
30H!3, which for us was a surprise.”
Many of the songs that were played from the DJ during the event were some of
the most trending songs of the day, with artists like Drake and the Chainsmokers,
among others, as well as some nostalgic music from the 2010s and 2000s.
For many of the seniors, it’s a bittersweet end as the last ever gala of their
college years, meaning that they take the opportunity to make lasting memories.
“The event is fun because you see so many of your friends there and it’s just a
good time,” said senior Christian Rodriguez. “Food, good music, and there are
always pictures taken vrith your friends that are always memorable.”
For the other student classes, the event was an opportunity to take advantage of
what Sacred Heart has to offer.
“I had a great time overall,” said sophomore Gabriel Bitencourt. “I hope to
come back to this event again and enjoy it with my friends.”
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DR. PETILLO HOSTES HIS EIGHTH ANNUU PRESIDENTS GALA ON SEPT. 7 AND HAD A SPECIAL SURPRISE FOR STUDENTS BY HAVING 30HI3 GIVE A UVE PERFORMANCE.
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Welcome Back SHU!
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Did you know that studies have shown
that flowers improve mental health and
houseplants make you smarter?

FEEL GREAT. BE SMART.
WE CAN HELP.

Call Hansens—Sacred Hearts Favorite Florist.
(203) 255-0461
hansensflowershop.com
Free delivery to campus—mention code SHUDEL

The editorial page is an open forum. Editorials are the opinions of the individual editors and do not represent the opinions of the whole editorial board. Letters
to the editor are encouraged and are due by Sunday at noon for consideration for each Wednesday’s issue. All submissions are subject to editing for spelling,
punctuation, and length.
Letters to the editor should not exceed 400 words and should be e-mailed to spectrum@sacredheart.edu. The Spectrum does not assume copyrightfor any pub
lished material. We are not responsiblefor the opinions of the writers voiced in this forum.
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BYBRYANACIELO

Features Editor
With the new school year comes two brand new feces to
Sacred Heart’s campus ministry team.
The first is Father Joseph G. Farias. Most recently, he
taught classes at Saint Elizabeth’s college in Morristown,
NJ. Previous to that, he worked as the Catholic chaplain at
two other private universities in NJ, Fairleigh Dickinson
University and Drew University ftom 1982-2002.
“Campus ministry is important. Its purpose is to tell stu
dents that the church sees them as important. The church
is interested in their lives. Whether they come regularly to
a church or synagogue or not, the whole point of religion
is that we’re interested in you,” said Farias.
Earlier in his career working part-time at Saint Eliza
beth’s college, he got the opportunity to work for Father
Anthony Ciorra, the current Vice President for Mission
and Catholic Identity at Sacred Heart. Farias also knew
Dr. Petillo through a fiiend. So, when he was asked to join
the Sjicred Heart community, he already had coimections.
“I vetted it out first. I called a bunch of people, many
people fi'om my old youth groups whose kids went here,”
said Farias. “They all had good things to say, so it was very
hard for me to say no.”
When asked what he hopes to integrate on campus, he
shared that he was a fi'atemity advisor for 30 years. With
his experience in Greek life and leadership development,
he is hoping to get involved with Greek life at Sacred
Heart.
“Being a part of Greek life is a way of saying ‘I’m stron
ger with others. We’re stronger together,”’ Farias said.
He emphasized that his goals here aren’t to try to force
people to come to church, but rather guide them to ask
the right questions about life and the awareness that there
is something greater than us. He would like to become a
part of people’s lives and assist them in getting through the
issues they face in life.

“It was many years ago, but I was a college student
myself who went away fix)m home,” said Stewart. “I, at
least for a short period of time, found fee adjustment diffi
cult, but ultimately I found it was a wonderful experience
where I matured.”

FR. EDWARD R. STEWART IS A NEW PRIEST AT SACRED HEART
AND WAS ORIGNALLY FROM BROOKLYN. PICTURED ABOVE HE
IS SAYING MASS AT MASSAPALOOZA ON AUG. 26.

Tell Us Your Story: John Goodnough

Ski-',. '

^
li

Farias also mentioned that you may be able to find him
in Red’s.
“You might see me in the pub. I’m hoping to run a pro
gram regularly during happy hour in fee pub where you
can ask any questions you want,” said Farias. “One ex
ample is, I think we need to talk about fee sex abuse that
has been going on. Wife a beer, some people will talk a lot
easier. Hopefully, people will find me in fee pub.”
Another new priest that has come to Sacred Heart’s
campus is Father Edward R. Stewart. As a Brooklyn na
tive, he was a priest of fee diocese of Brooklyn and his
father was a New York City detective. He worked at Saint
Francis College for fee past 10 years.
Stewart said that fee path feat led him to Sacred Heart
was a “serendipitous intersection of different events.” Af
ter a leave of absence fix)m active ministry, he wanted to
go back to it.
He enjoyed his experience as a pastor and fee ten years
spent working at a college, and so he was looking to com
bine fee two. He also knew Father Anthony Ciorra prior
to working at Sacred Heart. When Ciorra mentioned feat
Sacred Heart was seeking new chaplains, he was exactly
what Stewart was looking for.
“When I visited Sacred Heart, I found people, students
particularly, friendly and outgoing. There was a great en
ergy to fee place that was rather exciting. I want to be of
service to fee entire community in whatever way I can,”
said Stewart.
When asked about his plans for his time at Sacred Heart,
he shared that he has background in anthropology and na
ture conservancy. He hopes to implement beekeeping on
campus as a way to cormect wife faith. In conjunction wife
volunteer programs, he also would like to create a student,
fikculfy, and staff garden on campus that stocks food pantries.

BY STEPHANIE DOHENY

Features Editor
What’s a typical college student’s summer like? Probably woddng at a job back home,
maybe waitressing, or being a camp counselor - something simple just to make a few
extra dollars for fee year. By fee end of fee summer, everyone’s bored and starting to get
ready to come back to school.
However, this was not fee case for senior John Goodnough. The ends of his past two
summers have been nothing short of exciting.
A member of fee Sacred Heart University Club Tennis Team and an avid tennis fen,
Goodnough has been a US Open Ball Person for fee past two summers. The road tpiget
there though was not an easy one.
“I’ve done this for four years. I got involved by trying out wife around 500 people
for 80 or so rookie spots. I actually got cut my first two years and fee third year was fee
charm,” said Goodnough. “Requirements are court awareness, being quick and having a
good arm, now good rolling [skills, replacing throwing of fee ball], and overall an under
standing of tennis rules.”
He also talked about how trying out those first two years and not making fee cut taught
him to not give up on something you are passionate about.
“I would say biggest challenge was getting denied my first two years. It was important
to not get down and to persist, and thankfully I was able to make it fee third year,” said
Goodnough.
He also mentioned feat over fee past couple of years, he has had fee chance to be fee
ball boy for a few amazing players, such as Sloane Stephans, Alexander Zverev, John
Isner and Lleyton Hewitt.
“It’s a cool experience to have fee best ‘seat’ in fee house and interact wife very wellknown players in a grand environment for fee sport I love,” said Goodnough.
Having to leave early to come back to school, he said it’s always a great way to end
his summer.
“My favorite part of working fee U.S. Open is fee whole experience that I am part of
fee biggest tennis tournament in fee world. It’s a good feeling be part of an event feat’s
well-known nationwide.”
Fun fact about Goodnough though: not only is he a tennis player and fan, he is also a
singer! In December 2017, he had the opportunity to audition for season 13 ofAmerica’s
Got Talent! He was a celebrity judge’s contestant.
“I was also lucky enough to go to California and be a contestant this past season on
AGT. I was 1 of 250 out of 75,000 people who auditioned,” said Goodnough. “It was an
overall amazing experience meeting other contestants, fee producers and performing for
fee celebrity judges.”
Goodnough continued on to say how both of these experiences have taught him a lot of
valuable lessons and he wouldn’t change either opportunity in any way.
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West Campus New Market
BYBRYANACIELO

Features Editor
The new dining hall at West Campus, the Market, opened up just a few weeks ago at
die start of the semester. It is a modem, colorful space that blends with the rest of West
Campus, which was formally the General Electric headquarters. After Sacred Heart pur
chased it last year, it has been newly renovated and updated over the summer.
“The market is very unique. It wasn’t what I was expecting to see. The sandwiches are
unbelievable and I really like how the dining area turned out,” said junior Sam Zietara.
West Campus is currently the home of the SHU Dance Team facilities. The Farmington
College of Education, Computer Sciences, and many of the graduate programs. As the
expansion and renovation of the building continues, it is predicted that more programs
and students will eventually be moved into West Campus as well, given its ideal location
and facilities.
“Right out of the gate, it’s pretty fantastic. Definitely a lifesaver if you forget your
lunch. It’s definitely good to have something. I think it rivals the College of Health and
Sciences building as far as offering healthy options. There’s definitely a lot of kale at the
Market,” said Sean Kaschak, the multimedia manager in the Marketing and Communica
tions department, whose office is located in West Campus.
The Market offers a wide variety of foods. You can start off your day with Feet’s coffee
and t«|f fi^sh finit, and breakfast sandwiches. For lunch, they serve pressed sandwiches
with clever names like the In Da Club turkey club sandwich, the Little Havana turkey and
pork sandwich, the Veggie Bomb panini with hummus and cucumbers, and many more.
“My favorite food to order at the Market is the bacon, egg and cheese wrap,” said Lisa
Mourao, who works at the Market.

To go with the sandwiches, the Market serves specialty juices such as the Orange
Crush, Green Machine, and Pucker Up lemonade, as well as all different types of bottled
drinks. Whether you’re looking for salty or sweet, the Market probably has what you’re
looking for, fixrm bags of chips to a wide variety of candy.
“They offer so many different selections, everything fiwm sandwiches to snacks, if
you’re in a rush,” said Zietara. “It’s like a combination of Einstein’s and Outtakes - my
favorite two dining halls. I think many students will be pleasantly surprised.”
What makes the Market unique as opposed to other dining halls on campus is that it
will soon be open 24 hours a day, Monday through Friday. While the coffee and hand
made sandwich station closes at 5:00 PM, the snacks, drinks, finit, and grocery will be
available for purchase any time of day or night. Students will have the ability to check
themselves out with their SHU card and credit card, with camera surveillance to prevent
theft. This option is not currently available anywhere else on campus, so it could be huge
ly beneficial for students who tend to study at night or attend late classes.
“Once they get into the routine of customers and figuring out their inventory, what’s
popular and what’s not, I think it’s going to be a hoppin’ place,” said Kaschak. “The sand
wiches are really good. However, once they get into the flow of things, they’ll probably
want to reassess some of their pricing.”
The Market is located on the third floor of West Campus, and it’s main operating hours
are 7:30 AM to 5:00 PM.
“I love coming in every morning and setting up,” said Mourao. “I love making the
students and faculty happy. Also, having the food fiesh every day is a plus.”

WEST CAMPUS RENOVATIONS

SACRED HEART PHOTO SHELTER

FOR THE PAST YEAR, SACRED HEART’S WEST CAMPUS HAS UNDERGONE RENOVATIONS. PICTURED ABOVE ARE A FEW OF THE NEWLY UPDATED SPACES. THIS NEW SPACE IS HOME TO A DANCE
STUDIO, THE NEW DINING AREA, THE MARKET, AND HUNDREDS OF PARKING SPOTS IF YOU ARE WILLING TO SHUHLE TO MAIN CAMPUS AFTER PARKING A MILE AWAY.

EMAIL US

spectnun(g>sacredheart.edu

CALLUS

203-371-7963

VISIT US

www.shuspectrumnewspaper.com
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Arts & Entertainment
Prepare Yourself... It’s Emmy Season
BY KRISTIN BURNELL

Asst. A&E Editor
The 70th Primetime Emmy Awards are set to premiere on Monday, Sept. 17 at

world’s” Ed Harris, “The Americans’” Matthew Rhys, “This is Us’” Milo Ven

the Microsoft Theater in Los Angeles.
Hollywood’s biggest television stars will be greeted by two hosts this year:
Saturday Night Live comedians Michael Che and Colin Jost.
Written on the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences website it states that
23,000 members of the Television Academy “cast a ballot for the category in their

timiglia, and “Westworld’s” Jeffrey Wright.
As for “Outstanding Lead Actress in a Drama Series” the nominees include:
Claire Foy for “The Crown,” Tatiana Maslany for “Orphan Black,” Elisabeth
Moss for “The Handmaid’s Tale,” Sandra Oh for “Killing Eve,” Keri Russell for
“The Americans,” and Evan Rachel Wood who stars in “Westworld.”
Avid television viewers are also looking forward to seeing who wins the nods

field of expertise.”
The award show will feature numerous categories in the television field that are
nominated for their talent on- and off-screen.
Various television networks received numerous nominations this year. Accord
ing to the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences website, Netflix surpassed
HBO with 36 nods, ahead of HBO’s 35.
Other big networks with several nominations include: FX, NBC, Hulu, CBS,
Showtime, Amazon, and ABC.
The Hollywood Reporter aimounced that HBO’s “Game of Thrones” leads the
way with 22 nominations, the most of any series. NBC’s “Saturday Night Live”
and HBO’s “Westworld” fall behind with 21 nominations each.
Netflix’s “The Crown” and “Stranger Things,” HBO’s “Game of Thrones” and
“Westworld,” FX’s “The Americans,” Hulu’s “The Handmaid’s Tale,” as well as
NBC’s “This is Us,” are all up for nomination for “Outstanding Drama Series.”
“There are so many shows in the drama series category that 1 love. If I had to
choose, though, I really hope ‘This is Us’ wins because it is such a cute series that
makes you have mixed emotions every episode,” said senior Julia McLaughlin.
As for the “Outstanding Lead Actor and Actress in a Drama Series” category, it
is full of more fan favorites that will make for an unpredictable winner.
Junior Allison O’Reilly said, “I think all of those actors could get the award,
but Sterling K. Brown has to win for best actor, he makes rhe laugh all the time
and is so talented.”
Other actors up for the Emmy include: “Ozark’s” Jason Bateman, “West-

in the “Comedy Series” categories.
“I am a huge Shameless fan, so I was disappointed that it wasn’t nominated for
Best Comedy Series, but I am glad that William H. Macy is nominated for best
actor,” said junior Justin Weigel.
Along with Macy, the “Outstanding Lead Actor in a Comedy Series” nominees
include: “Black-ish” star Anthony Anderson, “The Good Place’s” Ted Danson,
Larry David for “Curb Your Enthusiasm,” Donald Glover for “Atlanta”, as well
as “Barry’s” Bill Hader.
As for the “Outstanding Lead Actress in a Comedy Series,” Weigel is hoping
for Lily Tomlin to take home the win: “Grace and Frankie is a fantastic show and
Lily Tomlin deserves the Emmy for all the work she has done in that series.”
Other nominees include: Pamela Adlon in “Better Things,” Rachel Brosnahan
for “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel,” Allison Janney in “Mom,” Issa Rae for the
show “Insecure,” and Tracee Ellis Ross for “Black-ish.”
Among the television shows nominated for “Comedy Series,” the Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences aimounced: “Atlanta,” “Barry,” “Black-ish,” “Curb
Your Enthusiasm,” “GLOW,” “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel,” “Silicon Valley,”
and “Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt.”
Be sure to check out the rest of the nominations list at the Academy of Televi
sion Arts & Sciences website before the show airs next week. The ceremony will
be broadcasted in the United States by NBC at 8:00 pm EST.

AP EXCHANGE

SOME OF THE SHOWS NOMINATED FOR THE 2018 PRIMETIME EMMYS ARE THE “MARVELOUS MRS. MAISEL” (TOP LEFT), “ATLANTA” (TOP RIGHT), “THE ASSASSINATION OF GIANNI VERSACE: AMER
ICAN CRIME STORY” (BOHOM LEFT), AND “HANDMAID’S TALE” (BOTTOM RIGHT).
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Arts & Entertainment
Eminem Drops Surpise
Album, ‘Kamikaze’

POETS CORNER

'1

BY TYLER LASCOU

Copy Editor

BY STEPHANIE PETTWAY

A&E Editor
After the mixed reviews received by
Eminem’s 2017 album “Revival,” the
rapper unexpectantly releases his 2018
album “Kamikaze,” where he drops
many bombs.
He addressed everything from his an
ti-Trump fi-eestyle at the BET Awards’
Cypher to dissing many rappers who
have said negative things about him.
“The list of artists he decimates is
as bracing as it is extensive: Machine
Gun Kelly on ‘Not Alike’, Die Antwoord on ‘Greatest,’ Lil Pump and Lil
Xan (and all mumble rappers, whose
introverted flow he loathes) on ‘The
Ringer,’ a track on which he also takes
aim at Vince Staples,” said Jordan
Bassett ofNME.com.
Eminem has never been afraid to
speak his mind, which is something
many admire about him.
“He’s a rapper who really expresses
himself - a lot of other rappers don’t
do that. Maybe they’re afraid to,” said
London based rapper Ray BLK to Jim
my Blakes of BBC’s Newsbeat.
However, with his free expression
comes much controversy in what he is
saying. Some would even argue that he
is out of touch with current events due
to touching upon many sensitive sub
jects from the past, but the new albums
prove otherwise.
“Like a pilot flying his plane into his
enemies, crash-and-bum style, Em is
taking a gung-ho approach on ‘Kami
kaze,’ regardless of the consequences
and criticisms that may come from it,”
said Mark Elibert of Billboard.
With these personal confrontations
that the rapper addresses in the album,
it brings awareness to the differing
sides in rap: “mumble rappers” ver
sus Eminem and other rappers like
him, who could possibly be Joyner
Lucas, Kendrick Lamar, J. Cole, and

For Winter
Big Sean, who he mentions in the “The
Ringer.”
He brings this awareness to the two
sides and makes you choose between
him or the “mumble rappers.” You ei
ther “Stan” for him or for them.
In the midst of dissing other rappers,
Eminem states how he would reword
his BET Cypher freestyle about Presi
dent Donald J. Trump.
“In ‘The Ringer,’ the opening track
of the new album, Eminem appears to
second-guess himself, rapping that ‘if
I could go back. I’d at least reword it
/ and say I empathize with the people
this evil serpent sold the dream to that
he’s deserted,”’ said Danief Victor of
the New York Times.
The rapper continues to rap that
Trump, who he refers to as “Agent Or
ange,” sent the Secret Service to him
to ask if he was really thinking about
hurting Trump or was linked to ter
rorists, which he finishes with saying
“Only when it comes to ink and lyricist.”
——
Debatably, “Kamikaze” is either a
step up from “Revival” or a continu
ation of the downward spiral for the
artist. Regardless of what side anyone
leans, the album did break a record in
the UK.
• ‘It’s the rapper’s ninth record in a
row to go to number one, breaking the
record for most consecutive chart-topping albums - a title previously held
by Led Zeppelin and ABBA,” said
Blake in reference to the UK charts.
Whether you find yourself a fan of
the rapper or on the opposing side, it
is still debated that he is one of the
greatest of all time and on the way to
a comeback with this new album. It all
depends on whether anyone is listen
ing to what he has to say.

Observe! the Earth's infirm decline,
For there could be no surer sign

1

Than dog-day heat
On Spring's clean sheets;
O Winter, how for thee I pine!

H^jmn to a
Wintered Wood
The sky's comprised of splinters: Winter cracks and
snaps, it barks and backs against the tracks; those
hailed rails, trusted once, must've busted, luster lost
and rusted now, crusted brown, thinner, bitter, bent
and bowed, strapped In snow by frozen rows of
wood intact, where Winter wouldn't act, it couldn't
hack the wood; inaction won where chunked-up
limbs once hung as one, beat back the sun, that
chap-lipped chap, that addict trapped, withdrawn as
long-gone days of light oft strong lie sawn by longer
nights quick-drawn, by blades of frostbit lawn, by
gray and jaundiced prongs, by ravens lofted on their
hairline cracks, caws causing shivers, frosty claws
like slivers scratching the fractures magically cap

1

tured, frightening lightning etched in time, petrified

I

in silver sylvan matter, whitening, whipped and bat
tered, stripped and shattered on the Winter wind,
windows clattering, slim, those quaking panes shak
ing faster, faster as the snowflakes blow and gather;
they obey their master. Mister Chaste and Purest
Bastard, iron-fisted caster of the cold-spells clipping
past her; pastor to blasted past and masses crass
with laughter; brash harasser of that lass whose
boots you plastered in that morass, the coagulated
quagmire quickly quaffing crystal liquids, sipping in
sipid precipitation so patiently placed, appraised and
debased by the faces kissed and embraced by the
flakes, their businesses distant, replaced with kids in

The Hollywood Unlockw

EMINEM RELEASED HIS 2018 ALBUM SHOCKING MANY OF HIS FANS AND COLLEAGUES BE
CAUSE, MANY OF THE SONGS CONTAIN LYRICS SLANDERING OTHER RAPPERS.

OFFICE 203.371.7963
ADVERTISING 203.371.7963

-J

the midst of an intermission, a mystical Winter vision: a
crystalline Yggdrasil.

Comments or concerns? EMAIL us at

Visit us at:

SPECTRUM@SACREDHEART.EDU

www.sliuspectnimnewspaper.com

iC SHUSpectrum
1

Newspaper
@SHUSpectrum
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Cross Country Teams NCAA Implements New
Off and Running
Rule, Takes Away OffBY
Days
RYAN TOUHEY

Sports Editor

“The transition fi'om high school to
Sacred Heart University’s men’s
college has not been too difficult,” said
and women’s cross-country teams are ’
Picard. “The level of running, especially
both in the early stage of their seasons
the frequency of workouts is harder.”
and are looking to contend for their
Some of the workouts that Picard and
respective Northeast Conference (NEC)
the
team do to prepare themselves include
Championship.
long-runs
on Sundays, tempo workouts,
The season began for both teams at the
and track workouts.
Stony Brook University Season Opener
“But the distance is only a few miles
on Sept. 1. After that, they both ran at the
Nassaney Invitational at Bryant University more than what I was used to in high
school, so that made the adjustment easier
in Smithfield, R.I. on Sept. 8.
and more comfortable,” said Picard.
“The athletes have been showing up
The women’s team on the other hand,
and have been ready to work,” said head
coach Christian Morrison. “This is a sport has graduate student and captain Tara
Connelly hack. Connelly was one of the
where you have to be consistent in your
women’s top scorers last year and she
daily approach to be a good ruimer.”
has senior Emma Cary as a co-captain
This season, both teams have lost some
this season. The two of them and the rest
key members due to graduation, such as
of the upperclassmen have welcomed
Trevor Guerrera of the men’s side and
nine first-year rurmers to their team this
Kate Svensen of the women’s side.
season.
According to the Sacred Heart website,
Cary believes that these runners will
Guerrera finished fourth in the men’s
gradually improve and become acclimated
NEC Championships and became the
to the college environment as the season
first ruimer in the program’s history to
goes on.
earn All-NEC honors throughout his four
years of college.'SvCnsen was the 2017
“It’s hard to get on this team as a firetyear right away,” said Cary. “But there’s
Individual Conference Champion on
definitely a couple of first-year runners
the women’s side. She was also named
the 2017 NEC Scholar-Athlete of the
that can be right up there and score.”
One of the first-year runners, Angela
Year due to her athletic and academic
^achievements.. '
^
J^ser, smd that the training she’s been
doing may enable her to increase her
“When people graduate the next wave
mileage and run in some of the longer
comes along and fills in,” said Morrison.
races this season. She’s also thankful for
“You expect ongoing improvement and
development fi'om all of your athletes over the leadership that Cary and the rest of the
team have provided her since arriving on
the course of time.”
the scene.
Men’s senior captain Dane Krchnavy
“The upperclassmen have always been
has seen such progression in the
sophomores and juniors on his team. He
willing to help us since the first day,
whether it would he questions about our
feels that it is everyone’s responsibility to
classes or teaching us how to plan our
make sure that the first-year runners feel
comfortable and welcome.
weekly mileage,” said Kaiser. “I’m not
“The first-year runners this year have fit sure what we (first-year runners) would
in right away,” s^id Krchnavy. “They have do without them.”
a great attitude, which is definitely what
Both teams have this week off fi'om
running races. Their next meets are at the
every good team needs.”
The men’s team has two first-year
Ted Owen Invitational at Sl^ey Quarter
Park in New Britain, Conn,'oft Sept. 22.
runners this season, Corey Picard and
Aidan Tucker.
--

THE NCAA MADE A RULE CHANGE SAYING COACHES AND SPORTS TEAMS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO
GIVE THEIR ATHELETS A DAY OFF DURING A REGULAR SEASON.

BY MELANIE DASILVA
Sports Editor

When it comes to exercise, you often
hear about how important it is to let your
body recover. The reason for this is to
prevent injuiy and to protect your well
being, so it is important to properly give
your body time to rest ,
This past August, the NCAA declared
a rule change regarding their previouslygiven one-day-off-per-seven-day cycle
during a team’s regular season. The
NCAA has, however, always been one
to gloat about how their student-athletes
are guaranteed one day off in a seven-day
span.
According to the NCAA wehsite,
the new rule change states as follows:
“If an institution’s team participates in
three contests or dates of competition'
in a seven-day period, an institution is
not subject to the one-day-off-per-week
requirement, provided the student-athletes
do not engage in any countable athletically
related activities for two days during either
the preceding or the following week.”
This new rule change means athletes
may have to work for up to 24 consecutive
days without a single day off, assuming the
athletes get their 2-day rest in the previous
and following weeks. As a student-athlete
at a Division I school I find this to be
absolutely unacceptable because of how
many things can go wrong.
From an academic standpoint, and also
a physical needs standpoint, this is not a
good change at all for student-athletes.
Giving coaches the power to not give their
athletes a day off in a 24-day period is
dangerous. It will cause student-athletes to
backslide in their classes and their health.
To start, it is already hard to manage
both sports and school work. Studentathletes are already burnt out as it is
with the high demands fi'om school and
athletics with only one guaranteed day off"
in a seven-day period. Taking away their
day off fi'om sports does not allow students

to to devote a full day to just their studies.
Having a day to focus only on school is
extremely important for student-athletes to
catch up on work.
In addition to school work, this rule
change will also prevent student-athletes
fi'om focusing on their physical needs.
Without any time to properly rest from the
high demands of the sport they are devoted
to, many more injuries may result. Your
body needs rest days to prevent injuiy,
help your muscles relax, and to keep your
performance from crashing and burning.
Overworking physically and mentally
also affects your sleep. The more you
overwork your body, the worse your
sleep-patterns will become, and sleep is
important for your health and well-being.
Aside from physical needs,
psychological needs are just as important
to focus on. Mental fatigue is just as
harmful as physical fatigue, which is why
taking an off-day is seriously important.
Having a day to focus on bettering
yourself and what you need to keep
yourself happy is extremely important for
student-athletes.
In response to this article, many people
will say tilings such as “collegiate sports
are not for everyone if you can’t handle the
new rule change” but I say shame on you
if that is what you choose to believe.
It is sad that the NCAA agreed to
change this ruling. They are ignoring
student-athlete academic needs, physical
health needs, and mental health needs.
This will lead to student-athletes being
afraid to speak up for themselves when
they are tired and need a break. Since 24
consecutive days seems manageable for
players to the NCAA, why should coaches
or anyone else think otherwise? Shame on
you NCAA.’
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Chestnut Begins College Career
by Winning NEC Rookie of the Week
BY DAN GARDELU

~

"

Asst. Sports Editor

SACRED HEART ATHLETICS

FRESHMAN, JULIUS CHESTNUT (#7) WAS NAMED NEC ROOKIE OF THE WEEK AFTER SCORING HIS FIRST TOUCHDOWN FOR HIS
COLLEGE CAREER IN A GAME AGAINST LAFAYETTE COLLEGE

College sports mark the beginning of a new journey
for incoming student-athletes. Some freshmen waste little
time making an impact while others take a little more
time to progress. One first-year player who made an im
mediate impact was Julius Chestnut of the Sacred Heart
University football team.
«
;
Before the season began, Chestnut was determined to
» not let the transition from high school to collegiate foot
ball faze him.
“Training camp was a bit different going from high
school to college,” said Chestnut. “From that point, it was
like I had to flip a switch and go now.”

Chestnut, a fullback from Bowie, MD, was to split
rushing duties this season with seniors Jordan Meachum
and Eli Teny.
However, after Terry went down with a knee inju
ry following his first and only carry on Opening Night
against Lafayette at Campus Field. Chestnut i
where Terry left off. He rushed 12 times, the second most
on the team, for 57 yards along with two touchdowns to
help Sacred Heart defeat Lafayette 35-6. Chestnut’s per
formance would earn him Northeast Conference (NEC)
Rookie of the Week Honors, which recognizes a first-year
athlete’s performance in a certain game.

“It was a great feeling,” said Chestnut. “There was just
a rush and I said to myself, ‘Wow, I can’t believe it was
actually me.’”
Chestnut began his evening by running the ball into
the end zone on a fourth-and-one rush in the second
quarter for his first collegiate touchdown. That helped the
Pioneers extend their lead to 14-3. Chestnut would not be
finished.
Just like he started his night. Chestnut would provide
the final score of the game for Sacred Heart with a 31yard run in the fourth quarter, breaking off numerous
tackles on his way to the end zone.
“The coaches put me in great spots to be there,” said
Chestnut. “The offensive line worked very hard for me
and that’s why I was there.”
With the win over Lafayette, the Pioneers claimed their
sixth straight opening game victoiy.
“I knew from the start we were going to come out of
there with a bang,” said Chestnut. “We had been prepar
ing all week hard, and all summer hard.”
A week after their opening game victory, the Pioneers
traveled to Lewisburg, PA, to take on Bucknell Universi
ty on Sept. 8. It was the first stop of the team’s ongoing
three-game road trip. The Pioneers won that game as
well, 30-14.
The other two games of the road trip will be played at
Wagner College on Sept. 22, and at Cornell University
on Sept. 29, before returning home on Oct. 6, to face the
University of Pennsylvania (Penn). The Pioneers will
I to get similar production flrom ChestmiL especially
since Terry will be out six to eight weeks with the knee

injury.
“I’m just going to keep doing what I’m doing and keep
trusting everybody,” said Chestnut. “Hopefully the coach
es still have trust in me and hopefully I can keep doing it
again and again.”

Student Athletes Named to
Battle of Connecticut All-Tournament Team
BYRYANSANUDO
Senior Staff Writer

Three players from Sacred Heart Universi
ty’s women’s volleyball team were selected
to the Battle of Coimecticut All-Tournament
team. Freshman Sarah Ciszek, junior Julia
Murawinski and red-shirt junior Liisel Nelis
were accepted to the tournament for their
play during the team’s three game wiiming
streak ranging from Aug. 29 to Sept. 1, with
victories against Fairfield, Hartford and
Quinnipiac.
- Despite the award being an individual
achievement, Murawinski credits her team
mates for the accolade.
“If I didn’t have my setter and passers I
wouldn’t have been able to do what I did,”
said Murawinski. “Our freshmen came in
ready to go and it was really impressive
seeing them instantly click with our setters.
They really have rose to the occasion.”
Ciszek is an outside hitter and starting
setter in her first year at Sacred Heart.
“Everyone welcomed me from the begin
ning and has supported me through every
thing which has helped me be a part of this
team quickly,” said Ciszek. “Everyone con
stantly is there for me by cheering me on and
my coaches have also pointed out the small
things I need to work on which has helped
me stay consistent.”
Coach Rob Machan is now in his 11th
season with the Pioneers. He’s a two-time
Northeast Conference (NEC) champion in
2010 and 2011.

“If you rate a team from top to bottom, this
is as good of a team as I had,” said Machan.
“They are working hard every day to get
, better.”
The team missed the playoffs last year
when they finished in fifth place with a re
cord of 12-15. Machan believes a new culture
has been made.
“We lost a lot of very close games last
year,” said Machan. “Over the spring we
made the decision that we were going to do
a little bit extra. They are believing in what
they’re doing a little bit more and has really
translated to finishing games well so far.”
Nelis appreciates the honor, but she’s more
focused on future opponents.
“Our mentality is to be ourselves each
game,” said Nelis. “It doesn’t matter if we
play Texas-Tech or Seton Hall, we all come
together and are fearless. It’s good to be rec
ognized but I know I can do much better.”
Machan is confident that the season won’t
be a problem for the freshmen to adjust
to and should work well together with the
returning players’.
“The fi:eshmen that we added along with
the maturing of the athletes we have really
has put together a nice group,” said Machan.
Sacred Heart will be playing NJIT, Bing
SACRED HEART ATHLETICS
hamton and Rhode Island in the Hampton
JUNIOR,
JULIA
MURAWINSKI
(TOP)
AND
JUNIOR
LIISEL
NELIS
(BOHOM)
WERE TWO OF THE
Inn by Hilton Shelton Invitational from Sept.
THREE SACRED HEART STUDENTS CHOSEN TO PLAY IN THE BATTLE OF CONNECTICUT ALL
14-15.
TOURNAMENT TEAM.
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